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Quality Auditor

Each work day, a full-time auditor inspects five randomly selected finished compressors.

Compressor Assembly

In the final operation, the highly experienced technicians carefully assemble the
remanufactured compressor. New bearings are installed, rod and pistons are connected to
the crankshaft, the stator is inserted in the crankcase and the rotor is precisely aligned into
it. Valve plates and cylinder heads are added and wiring is completed.

Compressor Testing

All remanufactured
compressors are load
tested to criteria that verify
performance by measuring
flow, loaded amp draw
and oil pressure. Each
compressor undergoes
submerge as well as helium
leak tests to verify the
integrity of its pressure
enclosure.

Painting

Compressors are painted
using an electrostatic
paint process that ensures
even and complete paint
coverage, avoiding unsightly
irregularities on the finished
compressor.
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UL Recognition—Safety
What does the UL seal of approval found on the side of your Genuine
Carlyle Remanufactured Compressor mean for you? It means that every
And Protection
For
You.
remanufactured compressor
has been
built to comply with internationally
recognized safety standards, minimizing risk of fire, electric shock or other
hazards.
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Carlyle Remanufactured Compressor mean for you? It means that every
and testing.
remanufactured compressor has been built to comply with internationally
recognized safety standards, minimizing risk of fire, electric shock or other

■

■

Calibration
dates are verified for all electrical and pressure test equipment.
hazards.
Annual
testing
of crankcases
and cylinder
heads—
UL hydrostatic
recognition ispressure
only granted
following
the most thorough
investigation
andthe
testing.
5 times
normal factory test specification—is conducted to protect
against
bursting under the most strenuous operating conditions.
• Calibration dates are verified for all electrical and pressure test
equipment.

■

Wiring diagram and electrical installation instructions are verified.

■

• Annual hydrostatic pressure testing of crankcases and cylinder heads –
UL verifies
that the electrical enclosures are protected against corrosion.

■

5 times the normal factory test specification - is conducted to protect
against bursting under the most strenuous operating conditions.

Motors are thoroughly inspected to make sure winding insulation is
acceptable
fordiagram
the application
voltages,
temperatures
encountered
and electrical
installation
instructions
are verified.and oil
• Wiring
and refrigerant compatibility.
• UL verifies that the electrical enclosures are protected against corrosion.

■

Field-wiring connections provided on the compressor for power supply,
• Motors are thoroughly inspected to make sure winding insulation is
controlacceptable
wiring or equipment
grounding are proven to meet the appropriate
for the application voltages, temperatures encountered and
oil codes.
and refrigerant compatibility.
electrical

UL also•conducts
ongoing,
unannounced
audits
at our Stone
GA,
Field-wiring
connections
provided on
the compressor
forMountain,
power
supply, control wiring or equipment grounding are proven to meet the
facility four times a year. This ensures that each and every Genuine Carlyle
appropriate electrical codes.
Remanufactured Compressor meets everyone’s standard of quality. Theirs.
UL also
conducts
ongoing,
unannounced audits at our Stone Mountain, GA,
Ours—and
most
importantly,
yours.
facility four times a year. This ensures that each and every Genuine Carlyle
Remanufactured Compressor meets everyone’s standard of quality. Theirs.
Ours – and most importantly, yours.

Think Safety.

Think Safety.
Don’tthe
take
theofrisk
of using
a non-UL
recognized compressor.
compressor. This
Don’t take
risk
using
a non-UL
recognized
Thiscould
could
result in the violation of local or state electrical codes and invalidate the
result inoriginal
the violation
or state
electrical codes
and invalidate
UL listingof
forlocal
the entire
air conditioning
or refrigeration
system.the
original UL listing for the entire air conditioning or refrigeration system.

How Carlyle Remans
Match Up.

Carlyle

Others

UL recognized?											

?

Completely remanufactured to current OEM specifications?					

No

Use of latest design specifications and genuine parts?						

No

Replace all critical-wearing components?								

?

Cylinder walls rehoned, crankshaft remachined and polished?					

No

Cylinder and rod bores measured with highly sensitive air gauge?				

No

Product quality audited daily?									

No

All compressors are 100% run-tested under load?						

?

Up to
Backed by Carlyle Compressor service								
2 year*
and warranty programs?*
*Depending on model and A/C application.
See your Carlyle distributor for complete details.

warranty

For more information about genuine Carlyle remanufactured compressors, or to
find a distributor in your area, please visit us online at www.carlylecompressor.com.

No

Genuine Carlyle Remanufactured
Compressor Model Families
3 - 15 nominal HP

06D

Semi-hermetic

8 - 41 nominal CFM

15 - 40 nominal HP

06E

Semi-hermetic

50 - 99 nominal CFM

5 - 25 nominal HP

05F

Open-drive
20 - 60 nominal CFM

25 - 150 nominal HP

05H

Open-drive

90 - 346 nominal CFM
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